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ABSTRACT

Providing external knowledge to Large Language Models (LLMs) is a key point for using these
models in real-world applications for several reasons, such as incorporating up-to-date content in a
real-time manner, providing access to domain-specific knowledge, and contributing to hallucination
prevention. The vector database-based Retrieval Augmented Generation (RAG) approach has been
widely adopted to this end. Thus, any part of external knowledge can be retrieved and provided
to some LLM as the input context. Despite RAG approach’s success, it still might be unfeasible
for some applications, because the context retrieved can demand a longer context window than
the size supported by LLM. Even when the context retrieved fits into the context window size, the
number of tokens might be expressive and, consequently, impact costs and processing time, becoming
impractical for most applications. To address these, we propose CRAG, a novel approach able to
effectively reduce the number of prompting tokens without degrading the quality of the response
generated compared to a solution using RAG. Through our experiments, we show that CRAG can
reduce the number of tokens by at least 46%, achieving more than 90% in some cases, compared to
RAG. Moreover, the number of tokens with CRAG does not increase considerably when the number
of reviews analyzed is higher, unlike RAG, where the number of tokens is almost 9x higher when
there are 75 reviews compared to 4 reviews.

Keywords Clustering · Summarization · Generative AI · Retrieved Augmented Generation · Question-Answering
Systems

1 Introduction

The vector database-based Retrieval Augmented Generation (RAG) approach, proposed in Lewis et al. [2020], has been
widely adopted for Question-Answering (QA) systems using LLMs Anand et al. [2023], Wang et al. [2023], Mansurova
et al. [2023]. In such systems, we can index all relevant content regarding some topic into a knowledge base (i.e., the
vector database). Then, given a question, the RAG method retrieves from the knowledge base the relevant knowledge
that is provided to LLM for answer generation. In this way, by combining RAG and LLMs, we can bypass the context
window size limitation and, consequently, reduce the costs of using LLMs, since the number of input and generated
tokens have a direct impact on computational resource usage. Moreover, RAG helps to address other critical limitations
for LLMs, such as incorporating up-to-date content from external sources and providing access to domain-specific
knowledge.

Besides QA systems, we can also apply RAG and LLMs together to enable many other applications, such as semantic
search, personal assistants, and creative content creation. In common, such applications segment and provide LLM
with a part of knowledge indexed into the knowledge base, which is sufficient for the LLM to generate the expected
response. However, in some applications, the LLM would need to consult the whole knowledge base to generate the
response, which surely would extrapolate the context window size. Consider the following example to illustrate this.

A big retail company wants to understand its customers’ opinions better about the products offered by them. To this end,
they decided to collect all reviews shared by their customers in the past year for every product, resulting in hundreds
of thousands of reviews written in natural language. Then, they use a vector database for storage of all reviews, in a
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Figure 1: Overview of CRAG-pipeline helping a Question-Answering system with external knowledge.

way they can use some LLM to answer some questions related to the product reviews, helping them to extract relevant
insights from reviews. However, they still need to figure out how to connect the vector database to the LLM, since all
product reviews should be analyzed by LLM to generate the right answer, representing a huge amount of input tokens,
which makes RAG a non-viable option.

For that, we propose a Clustered Retrieved Augmented Generation (CRAG) approach, as shown in Figure 1. As
we can see, CRAG alters the pipeline that normally constitutes RAG, including three subsequent steps: clustering,
summarization, and aggregation. First, CRAG splits the reviews into k clusters, where k must be informed as an input
parameter. Then, for every cluster obtained, CRAG summarizes the cluster content to generate a brief review that has
the main information that represents the entire cluster. Finally, all summaries are merged into a single text to create the
knowledge generated by CRAG.

We show that CRAG can effectively reduce the number of tokens by at least 46%, achieving more than 90% in some
cases, compared to the RAG approach, without degrading the quality of the response generated by Question-Answering
Chatbot, regardless of LLM used to this end. By doing that, CRAG contributes to cost reductions, fits external
knowledge in the model context window size, and reduces the model’s latency to generate responses.
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2 Methodology

2.1 Data

Considering the example of a big retail company (described in the previous section), we found a publicly available
dataset on the Kaggle1 platform related to mobile phones bought on Amazon. This dataset has 413,841 entries, where
each entry consists of the following fields: product name, brand name, price, rating (ranging from 1 to 5), reviews, and
review votes (a counter indicating how many users vote in the review).

We only consider the product name and the reviews associated with them in our study. All information is written in
English. In all, there are 4,410 distinct products and 414K reviews about them, around 94 reviews per product on
average. The product with the largest number of reviews has 1,451 entries, which would require 35,787 tokens for the
input to GPT-4. Some reviews are too generic, e.g., “Very pleased”, favoring duplicated cases. Nevertheless, there are
more than 162K unique reviews for all products.

2.2 Embeddings

Given the reviews, the next step is to generate numerical representations of the reviews, named embeddings, to store
them in a vector database. To this end, we used a sentence transformer model called paraphrase-multilingual-mpnet-
base-v2 Reimers and Gurevych [2019a]. This model is a version of MPNet pre-trained on downstream tasks for
paraphrasing across 50 languages. As MPNet architecture combines the benefits of BERT architecture, which uses
Masked Language Modeling (MLM), and XLNet, which uses Permuted Language Modeling (PLM), it might cancel
out what either model lacks Song et al. [2020]. Such capability makes it a suitable choice to group sentences as it works
well for the semantic textual similarity task Reimers and Gurevych [2019b]. By applying the Paragraph embeddings to
the reviews, each review is mapped into 768-dimensional dense vector space, where similar reviews are also mapped
close, enabling us to measure their similarities according to their distance in the vector space.

2.3 Clustering

Having the embeddings for all reviews, we can group similar reviews for the same product using some clustering
algorithm. Several techniques can be used to perform clustering, where one of the most famous methods is K-means,
given its simple and intuitive operation Tan et al. [2018].

K-means is an unsupervised machine learning algorithm, where we must choose the number of clusters, denoted by
the parameter k, before starting. Then, initial centroids are defined for each of the k clusters in a multidimensional
space, which may be defined randomly or by some heuristic MacQueen [1967]. After that, each object is allocated to
the cluster whose centroid is the most similar to it (i.e., nearest centroid) MacQueen [1967]. When done, the position of
centroids is adjusted based on the mean value of distances for each cluster, and then, the process is repeated until the
algorithm converges (i.e., data points stay in the same cluster), or reaches a stopping criterion (a predefined maximum
number of iterations) MacQueen [1967].

To define a suitable value of k, we consider the elbow method, ranging from 1 to 10, and calculate the Inertia (sum of
squared distances of samples to their closest cluster center) to estimate how well a dataset was clustered by K-Means.
After empirical testing using the reviews, we defined k = 4, despite bigger values of k, such as 5 and 6, which could be
considered as well, however, we opted to keep the smaller candidate.

2.4 Summarization and Aggregation

For every product in the dataset, we separated its reviews into four clusters, where each cluster has reviews with
semantic similarity among them. For instance, by exploring some clusters, we found dozens of reviews mentioning the
same thing about the same product, which was compelling evidence we could reduce the number of tokens.

For that, we chose Mistral 7B Jiang et al. [2023], a 7-billion-parameter open-source language model, for summarizing
the clusters’ content. Mistral 7B has an impressive performance in several benchmarks, outperforming other prominent
and larger competitors, such as LLaMA-13B Jiang et al. [2023]. Mistral 7B is based on Transformer architecture and
covers (NLP) tasks such as text, code, and mathematics generation.

Thus, we use one-shot prompting, where one example was taken from the dataset and processed according to the desired
output, to generate summaries with Mistral 7B. By using zero-shot prompting, we could not yield satisfactory results.
In some cases, more than one example should be provided to the model (called few-shot prompting), depending on the

1https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/nehasontakke/amazon-unlocked-mobilecsv. Last accessed on February 3rd, 2024.
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complexity of the task. In our case, using only one example was sufficient. See below the one-shot prompting used to
summarize the content of the clusters using Mistral 7B:

[INST] Given a series of reviews, create a concise summary that effectively conveys the overall sentiment and key themes
without directly quoting the reviews. Focus on distilling the main ideas and emotions expressed in the reviews, providing a
clear and accurate representation of the conversation’s tone and content. Do not reference the reviews.

Reviews: {{PRODUCT_REVIEWS}}

Question: {{ONESHOT_QUESTION}} [/INST]

Answer: {{ONESHOT_ANSWER}}

, where [INST] and [/INST] are special instruction tokens used by Mistral to delimit the instruction. {{PROD-
UCT_REVIEWS}} denotes the collection of reviews for a given product. The question and answer provided to Mistral
7B as an example are denoted by {{ONESHOT_QUESTION}} and {{ONESHOT_ANSWER}}, respectively.

As a result, we obtained four summaries, one for each cluster, that represent the original content, i.e., the reviews of a
product. We repeat this process, clustering, and summarization of reviews, for all products of the dataset. Thus, we
filtered out repetitive content and joined similar ones, reducing the number of tokens significantly. Finally, for every
product, we merge its summaries into a single text to create the knowledge generated by CRAG.

2.5 Chatbot: Question-Answering LLM

Similar to RAG pipelines, where external knowledge after preparation is used as input for an LLM to help the model
generate the expected response, we also feed an LLM with knowledge prepared by CRAG. We chose three state-of-
the-art LLMs, GPT-4-0613 model (or, GPT-4, for simplicity), Llama2-70B, and Mixtral8x7B, to create three different
versions of Question-Answering (QA) Chatbot.

We use the following prompt to LLMs generate answers for users’ questions based on external knowledge provided by
CRAG or RAG:

You will be provided with a set of descriptions of messages. You will also be provided with a question. Given these descriptions,
answer the question in 300 words. If applicable, apply examples to justify your answer. Answer in bullet points.

Related descriptions: {{KNOWLEDGE}}

Question: {{USER_QUESTION}}

, where {{KNOWLEDGE}} indicate the knowledge produced by either CRAG or RAG. The {{USER_QUESTION}}
represents the question to be answered by QA Chatbot. In this way, we can interact with the chatbot to clarify any
doubts related to reviews shared by customers.

3 Experiments

The experiments were implemented in Python 3.9 using PyTorch library, with the support of two NVIDIA GeForce
RTX 3090 GPUs for embedding creation and summarization.

3.1 Experimental setup

3.1.1 Dataset

As described in Section 2.1, we adopt the dataset with users’ reviews about mobile phones bought on Amazon. For
products with less than four reviews, we filtered out from the dataset, because in such cases the number of tokens would
not extrapolate the context window size of LLMs and, consequently, not require any further processing, making it
possible to include all reviews in the prompt as they are.

3.1.2 Comparisons

We evaluate answers generated using CRAG’s approach against a traditional RAG pipeline. To this end, we developed a
RAG pipeline using ElasticSearch as a database. With ElasticSearch, we can effectively retrieve information needed. In
this way, using the RAG approach, all reviews associated with a product are retrieved and used as input in the prompt
for QA Chatbot, resulting in a considerable number of tokens in certain cases.
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3.1.3 Evaluation Metrics

To measure CRAG’s performance compared to RAG, we count the number of tokens in the prompt using CRAG
and RAG, for the Question-Answering LLMs (i.e., GPT-4, Llama2-70B, and Mixtral8x7B). Since such LLMs use
different tokenizers, slight changes in the number of tokens might happen and, therefore, we let T-CRAG and T-RAG
denote the maximum number of tokens by using CRAG and RAG, respectively. Thus, we can assess which approach
produces fewer tokens and, consequently, represents lower costs. We denoted by CiT (Change in Tokens) the percentage
difference between T-CRAG and T-RAG, where negative percentages mean T-CRAG demands fewer tokens, and
positive otherwise. Moreover, we also compare the semantic similarity between output generated using RAG and
CRAG approaches, considering the different LLMs. In this way, we can evaluate if both approaches generate similar
responses, despite differences in the number of tokens. For this, we consider the cosine similarity (denoted by CosSim)
between the outputs of each pipeline (CRAG and RAG).

3.2 Results

Table 1: Results obtained for 7 products with diverse number of reviews.

# reviews T-CRAG T-RAG CiT(%) CosSim (GPT-4) CosSim (Llama2-70B) CosSim (Mixtral8x7B)

4 259 607 -57.33% 0.87 0.82 0.85
17 404 758 -46.70% 0.84 0.85 0.79
30 422 1099 -61.60% 0.91 0.66 0.75
37 490 2145 -77.16% 0.88 0.80 0.86
73 466 5095 -90.85% 0.77 0.70 0.84
42 473 2945 -83.93% 0.90 0.86 0.81
75 468 5165 -90.93% 0.88 0.76 0.74

As we can see in Table 1, by using CRAG we achieve a significant reduction in the number of tokens. In most of the
cases, CRAG was able to reduce the number of tokens by at least 46%, achieving more than 90% in some of them
(probably when there exists more duplicated reviews). In addition to that, we can see that the number of tokens with
CRAG does not increase considerably when the number of reviews increases. On the other hand, using RAG, the
number of tokens is almost 9x higher when there are 75 reviews in comparison to 4 reviews. Considering that the
pricing for OpenAI’s API to use GPT-4 is $0.01/1k prompt tokens OpenAI and et. al [2023], for this case where RAG
results in 5,165 tokens and CRAG only 468, we have a significant cost reduction from $0.051 to $0.004 per query,
more than ten times cheaper. This means that over time, large-scale applications would have a huge cost reduction only
replacing RAG by CRAG in their pipelines.

We can also see the output generated using both approaches is quite similar, where the CosSim values vary around
0.70, independently of the LLM. Moreover, the difference between outputs does not mean that one answer is worse, or
better than another, it only shows there is a divergence between them. Looking at outputs produced by GPT-4 with both
CRAG and RAG, we can see that they cover the same topics, and both do well, as the following example:

• Generated response with CRAG:
– Several users have had issues with the quality and durability of the holsters, often experiencing frequent

breakage.
– Despite the durability issues, some customers compare these holsters favorably to Otterbox, noting similar

appearance and functionality but at a lower price.
– There are instances of users having to get replacements or buy additional holsters because of the

aforementioned breakage.
– Many customers appreciate the affordability and durability.

• Generated response with RAG:
– Some users note that the product is not of the highest quality, with several people suggesting the holsters

break easily. For instance, one user noted that their original Otterbox holster lasted over a year, but they
broke all three of these replacement holsters within a few weeks.

– A few users say the product does its job adequately, but just barely.
– Many users purchase the holsters for work, stating they are durable and cost-effective.

From this example, we can see that responses generated roughly state the same thing, i.e., some users had issues with
the durability, while others were satisfied with it. Affordability was brought up in both as well.
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Therefore, our results indicate that CRAG can effectively reduce the number of tokens, which contributes to cost
reductions, fits external knowledge in the model context window size, and reduces the response latency (since the model
needs to process fewer input tokens), at the same time it does not degrade the quality of response generated compared
to a solution using RAG.

4 Conclusion and Future work

We propose CRAG, a novel approach able to effectively reduce the number of prompting tokens without degrading
the quality of the response generated compared to a solution using RAG. For that, CRAG combines clustering,
summarization, and aggregation methods to shrink all external knowledge provided to some LLM to fit into the context
window size of the model. We show that CRAG can reduce the number of tokens by at least 46%, achieving more than
90% in some cases, compared to RAG. By reducing the number of tokens, CRAG allows a significant cost and latency
reduction. For future work, alternative clustering algorithms other than K-means might be explored. Also, we opted for
Mistral 7B to perform summarization, however, other larger open-source LLMs, such as Mixtral8x7B and Llama-2,
potentially would perform better in extracting the key points, though they demand more resources. Finally, we use
one-shot prompting for summarization, but a fine-tuning approach might help to improve the model’s performance in
this task.
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